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This pocket companion offers rapid, portable access to the most important pathology facts and

concepts from Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 9th Edition. It distills the key

concepts and principles of pathology into a condensed, at-a-glance format, making it the perfect

pocket-sized reference for quick review anytime! Access key concepts and principles of pathology in

a condensed, at-a-glance format that fits in your pocket. Locate additional information with abundant

page references to the parent text.Student ConsultÃ¢â€žÂ¢ eBook version included with purchase.

This enhanced eBook experience allows you to search all of the text, figures, and references from

the book as well as new materials (outlined above) designed to produce a more rounded learning

experience.Review for in-course exams and the USMLE Step 1 with content that highlights the most

important material in the current edition Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease.Easily find

information with help from a format that closely follows the Table of Contents from the current

edition of the parent text.This pocket-sized resource offers rapid, portable access to the most

important facts and concepts from Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 8th Edition
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Take learning to the next level with enhanced eBooks   Enhanced images and features allow you to

interact with your content like never before - from your tablet or smartphone. Simply look for

instructions inside the cover of your book, where youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll find a unique PIN code and



simple steps to redeem your eBook.   Did you know?   Every print book with Student Consult comes

with the eBook version at no extra cost.       Student Consult Features       Searchable:

Straightforward navigation allows you to browse and search content.     Portable: Seamless,

real-time integration between devices allows you to access content - online and offline.    

Shareable: Social media features allow you to share notes and highlights with other Student Consult

users.     Perpetual: Keep your eBooks forever.

Features                     View larger               View larger           High-quality Images   Ideal for visual

learners, zoom in and out on outstanding illustrations that vividly depict the most common diseases. 

     Smart Search   Search and browse easily ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ even without Internet access

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ with simplified navigation.       Notes and Highlights   Share notes and highlights

with other Student Consult users with integrated social media tools.
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Professor and Chair, Department of Pathology, University of California San Francisco, San
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Perfect supplement if you want an easy to read version of Robbins without having to lug the main

thick textbook around.

I cannot emphasize enough how incredibly useful this source is. I am a second year medical

student who attends a primarily reading-based curriculum school and we use the large robbins as

our main source. You can get lost in big robbins, so sometimes turning to this source is a fantastic

break away and a reliable source of information. This is also a perfect resource during your crunch

time before your test so you do not spend too much time getting lost in the details of big robbins.

It is a realllllly good pocket companionCon: small, in a way that is "hard"to read - as you can see, it's

tall but narrow,,, so when you open a page, you can see only like a few words written "across" the



page, (understandable, because it is pocket companion) but because Robbins have like massive

amount of information they could only reduce it down to certain level, the Thickness of this book is a

bit inappropriate for it's page. It is "Almost" as thick as its wide (lol) thus hard to read.Pro: Has

Almost everything you need to know. Contains critical information, Does not have "All" of course

because it is pocket companion, but i think it's good book for reviewing for usmle or pathology

paper. When you look up a disease, e.g. huntington disease, it does contain some of the cardinal

clinical manifestations (with less explanation compared to big robbins), but it does contain info you

need. It contains Morphology really nicely, good enough to make reference to when you study for

usmle stuff.But may require you to make further reference sometimes.Overall, a must-have.

I purchased both the big Robbins and the baby Robbins for my medical school pathology course. I

like keeping the big book in my apartment and the small baby Robbins is very convenient to carry

around. It carries all the important information that you find in the large Robbins but is very small

and light to carry around. The only thing that I find a bit difficult is the writing is very very tiny. Other

than that I would recommend getting baby Robbins!

This book is very clear and concise. I see it being very helpful in the future. However, it is definitely

not pocket sized... The shape of this book makes it difficult to read from, I wish it wasn't so long and

awkward. Content is great, but the shape and layout of this "pocket sized" book is kind of a joke.

Awesome supplement to the textbook Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease. It

condenses the chapters beautifully and leaves out the unnecessary information. It is very

straightforward. I would also recommend it for the student who does not have time to read the 50

page chapters from the text and needs the information fast.

Reading the Pocket version helped me stomach the monster task of reading the "big" version. This

pocket version has most of the details from the book, but not all. It was convenient to bring places -

it really did fit into my shorts pockets! The authors intended to capture the wisecracking attitude of

the Big Book, but fell well short. Too squeezed for space to include humor.Good luck to all souls

attempting a PBD course.

excellent product and service
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